
Enchanted Tools of Velturin the Assassin 

 

Knives of Velturin (They look identical except for a glyph on the pommel.) 

 

 Velturin’s Long Knife. Light weapon. Victims are -5 on their crit tests when it injures them. Each 

wound inflicted by the knife (to the target, not to armor) is -1 to all rolls for the target. This penalty 

goes away at the rate of -1 per hour. The pain is excruciating, and victims survive many cuts. 

 

 Velturin’s Short Knife. Light weapon. Victims are +5 on their crit tests when it injures them. Or, the 

knife provokes a crit test upon a hit, even if the target still has Wounds left (and the knife does not 

modify the crit test.) If the target rolls 0 or less, the crit has no effect. 

 

Velturin’s Rings 

 

 Ring of Startling. Free action once per round. Flicker-teleport ½ an arena to any place you can see. 

(This can be used as a dodge before an attacker rolls, but not after.) 

 

 Ring of Penetrating Vision. At will, render obstacles translucent to your sight, to a range of 50 feet. 

This only works on objects that are not enchanted. 

 

Velturin’s Prosthetics 

 

 Glassy Eye. You see how others connect to mystical energy, you can see where mystical energy has 

been used. You detect magic and spellcasting and spellcasters by seeing auras around them at will. (It 

must replace one of your eyes. You can see normally or with wizard sight, your choice, at will.) 

 

 Velturin’s Contingency. A rune-etched molar; if you die, in 1d5 rounds you become a specter and 

your body bubbles away to a thin stinking slime. You become a vengeful spirit with a strength of 

(your Commitment +3). If you make it to the matching enchanted headstone in less than 1d5 hours, 

you will recorporate, badly injured, and require a week to rest up to wholeness again. 

 

Velturin’s Killing Uniform. (Sheds all dirt, blood, food, mud, stains of all kind. Always pristine.) 

 

 Pale Coat. You count as rolling 10 on Cunning tests to be undetected, to impede, or to avoid 

impediment. Light and sound seem to fall into the endlessly empty fabric. 

 

 Pale Gloves. If you hold on to someone as a focus action, that person falls asleep for an hour, 

forgetting the last few minutes before passing out. 

 

 Cane of Certainty. Counts as a hand weapon. If the tip of the cane is put in the mouth of a corpse, or 

in its chest cavity, that corpse cannot be revived or rendered undead (even as a ghost.) This takes a 

focus action. If the target is already undead, either the cane can hit it (if ethereal or protected) or the 

cane does +1 Wound. 

 

 Invigorating Flask. Drink from it as a focus action, to heal 1 Wound, gain 12 hours of sleep, or negate 

1 dose of poison/drugs. The flask holds 4 doses. Liquid must be in the flask for 24 hours before it is 

charged with the flask’s properties. 


